COUPLES MENU

Explore this menu with your partner to create an inspired and
memorable escape.
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A one-on-one consultation with our Guest Services team may offer
you additional suggestions that cater to your speci c needs and
relationship goals.

ROMANCE PACKAGE
Included

To welcome you on your journey, our team will pre-set your room
with a rose quartz, a signature ower arrangement, organic
chocolate and a bottle of champagne. Let it be a surprise for your
special someone or look forward to this abundant package
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together.

PRIVATE DINNER IN THE HEALING ARTS BARN
$650
Reserve exclusive access to our most serene and healing space
on property and enjoy a romantic multi-course dinner for two.
Our culinary menu features plant-rich, hyper-seasonal cuisine
and can be customized based on your speci c wishes.

GUIDED FOOD TOUR
Starting at $450 for three hours

Embark on a customized local food tour with our resident
nutritionist, exploring and enjoying the best foods and markets
that the Hamptons has to offer. Gain an understanding of how to
navigate a menu based on your speci c dietary needs or simply
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indulge in the experience.

HYDROTHERAPY FOR TWO
60 mins · $100 for retreat guests | $250 for day guests
A ritual that has been used across cultures to purify both the
mind and body. Reserve private access for you and your partner
to our hydrotherapy facilities, including the indoor thermal suite
with infrared sauna, dry sauna, experience shower and ice
fountain as well as our three outdoor plunge pools.

FITNESS FOR TWO
$60 mins · $275
Find new and exciting ways to move your bodies by booking a
private training session. All of our resident instructors utilize
multiple tness modalities, bringing more awareness to full-body
alignment and mindful movement.

YOGA FOR TWO
60 mins · $250
Help slow down the breath and quiet the mind through asana,
pranayama and meditation. This sacred practice will bring light
and awakening into your partnership through a connection of
breath and energetic movements. All sessions are highly
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customized based on your speci c wellness needs.

COUPLES SENSORY MEDITATION
30 mins · $100
A simple seated meditation will help slow down the thinking
mind and bring more awareness to the senses. Suitable for all
levels and tailored to your partnership preferences.

COUPLES SACRED SOUND JOURNEY
60 mins · $275
This immersive, multi-sensory experience is performed in a
sacred space and weaves together vibrational frequencies from
tuning forks, gongs and Himalayan and crystal bowls. We
encourage you to set an intention as a couple prior to your
session for the most effective results in restoring balance and
bringing deeper awareness to your union.

SHAMANIC HEALING FOR COUPLES
90 mins · $700
Focus on deep personal growth by delving into attachments and
history that may be holding you back from a deeper connection.
Work with our beloved shaman who will clear stagnant energy
and bring new light into your partnership.

COUPLES HYPNOTHERAPY
120 mins · $900
Work with our skilled practitioner to nd a deeper mind, body
and spiritual connection to each other. After setting a common
goal with your partner, our hypnotherapist will work with subtle
energies and the subconscious mind to bring a new perspective
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and mutual understanding to the light.

COUPLES CRYSTAL HEALING
60 mins · $275

A restorative experience to clear and balance the body and mind,
combining reiki, sacred oils and powerful crystal stones. Whether
it be to energize, induce rest or simply heal, our crystal expert
individually selects and places crystals on the body to help open
inner pathways and restore equilibrium.

LOCAL EXCURSIONS TO ENJOY TOGETHER

SUNSET WALK AT FOWLER BEACH
Walk and explore one of our favorite local beaches, taking in the
smell of salt air and the healing properties of water. Talk to your
Retreat Host for more information.

WINE TASTING AT WOLFFER ESTATE
Enjoy distinctive wines, ciders and spirits in a cozy and ambient
tap room. Visit their website for more information.

GALLERY EXPLORATION AT THE PARRISH ART MUSEUM
Located adjacent to the Shou Sugi Ban House property, this
notable museum offers year-round scheduling of inspiring
classes, workshops and exhibits. Visit their website for all
upcoming shows and events and inquire with your Retreat Host
for a pass that grants you free admission.

SHOU SUGI BAN HOUSE
guestservices@ssbhouse.com | 631.500.9049
337 Montauk Highway Water Mill, NY 11976

